.
Theorem. A zero-dimensional Hausdorff space X is N-compact if, and only if, every clopen ultrafilter on X with the 2 countable intersection property is fixed.
In what follows, we establish the existence of 2 ° distinct free clopen ultrafilters on A, any one of which is enough, by Herrlich's theorem, to establish that A is not N-compact. Constructing the Ultrafilters. In order to facilitate comparison with [R 2 ], the numbers of the lemmas and theorems will begin with a 5, and if a lemma closely parallels a lemma or a definition in [R 2 ]* ^t w i^1 ^e given a similar numbering.
(Thus, the first two lemmas follow right from Definitions 5. All the notation used in this section, unless otherwise remarked, follows that of [R 2 ]. Not all the results in [R 2 ] will be used in proving the lemmas below; while familiarity with [R 2 ] up to the beginning of Section 5.3, p. 127 is certainly an asset, the reader will be able to get by with considerably less. Specifically, after the end of Section 2.1 only the following facts in [R 2 J are used:
an ultrafilter on the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of x is called simply a clopen ultrafilter.
2
Given a cardinal number 4*\ , a filter 3 is said to have the /*H-intersection property if every collection of *n or fewer sets in 3* has nonempty intersection. The countable intersection property is the case AM = N o .
(1) Lemma 2.7, which shows that the regions R x and R, * form a base for a topology, and which can be proven right after Lemma 2.1;
(2) Lemma 2.8, which shows that the regions R eT, form a local base at a point peP-^ and the regions R, x€l\ form a local base at a point peP 9 , and which can (p,n) 2 * be proven right after Lemma 2.1;
given a point peP-p let x n be a member of X with |x | = n and such that p extends x n (this means oo . , and for some 7T€K,q z (n-l+i) =7r(i) for i=l, . . ., | K| ) .
5.3.5. Lemma. Let K be an indicator.
(E(K,(p,n)))* c: R x « R (p^n) e P roof. ^: (E(K, (p,n) ) )* is a union of subregions of R, N .
, (p,n)))* c R =, R n R? nn > ^ 0 =» R^ 3 R. .
Proof. <*:(2(K,x+))* and (E(K, x-))* are both unions of subregions
Of R x . =*: Proof will be given of (1) in the case n > 1, the only case needed here.
Suppose (£(K 5 x+))* c R .
• then for each R x »e£(K 5 x+) y we have R x r c R (p^n) and so R xf n R y (p^±) j for some j (2. for some TTGK } . K is an indicator.
Proof.
(1) is clearly satisfied.
(2) {r:r = TT(1) for some TTGK) is an infinite set, namely {r a (3) is also satisfied: for j = 1 it is satisfied because of property (2) of each K ; for j > 1 it is satisfied because of property (3). of each K .
5.4.1. Lemma, If it is a collection of regions and R is such that, for uncountably many x f with |x f | = |x|+l, Proof. Proof is as in 5.14.1.
5.15.1. Lemmao U is a free clopen ultrafilter with the
yffi-intersection property for all M < C, and U ^U f are distinct x x whenever x ^ x f .
Proofo That U is an ultrafilter comes immediately from 5.6.1 and 5.14.1, and we can also use 5.6.1 to show that U has the /w-i.p. : Suppose there is a family of f U } ~ with U eli * 2 a aeG a x for all a and |G| £ m < c, then {U C } a€G forms a clopen cover for R and so one of them belongs to U and so x x does its complement, a violation of 5.13. [EM] or [H, Kapitel I, §3, §9] .)
For further discussion of spaces with zero-dimensional StoneCech compactification, see [GJ, ch.16 
Might it be A ?
This problem is admittedly less attractive than the first one. If the answer is affirmative, a proof of this result might have to depend on the construction of a non-N-compact, O-dimensional realcompact space that is substantially easier to work with than A I
